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It includes all of the features of the box set and offers the additional content for everyone. The included DLC for Anderson Group Equipment DLC is all about giving you the tools to do what you love in life - farming. The region of the world that you can grow
crops in is bigger than ever in Farming Simulator 19, with three new maps and over 475 authentic vehicles, tractors, and trailers from the world’s biggest manufacturers. It also includes a whole host of new farmers dream-titles on the horizon, including the

Fendt Langfart and SBC Fendt Alerter. Addition is not a word we use to describe the many amazing things that you can do with Farming Simulator 2019. The Cargo Truck DLC is yet another step in the development of the game, a step we have been on for the
past year. Much of the work of programming the new features was done by our player base, who continuously suggest and test new ideas for the game. Their enthusiasm has made it possible to implement more and more requests and show the community

an even greater, immerging world. New features are always the best new feature in any game, but we also update the base game to the latest version. In Farming Simulator 19, we are currently at Farming Simulator 19 LTS 01 (1.2.11), and therefore this
version of the game includes the future updates. New features are already being implemented, so it is the right time to play the game and experience these new features. We have worked very hard on the base game, and the result can be felt in the quality

and reliability of the game. This way, players can count on a stable and reliable experience, even if things change.
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farming simulator 19: ambassador edition - is a fun farming simulation that lets you experience the life of the farmer. you can buy any of the 25,000
farming machines and 4,000 farm buildings from more than 70 brands. as well as managing your farm, you can also mine for ore and iron and collect
carbon emissions. a great amount of content and many different locations and tasks are included in farming simulator 19. all this makes it one of the

biggest farming sim games ever made. farming simulator 19 is a game you can enjoy every day as part of the family. farming simulator 19 -
ambassadors edition offers the complete package at the best price. experience the great fun of a life of the farmer. your main goal is to become the

biggest and most successful farmer in the area. buy agricultural machines, which help you to fulfil your goals and needs. farming simulator 19 -
ambassadors edition has the biggest amount of farmland in farming simulator. each field has its own weather conditions and allows you to grow up to

10 different crops, such as wheat, corn, barley, soy beans, canola and more. more than 475 authentic machines from the best manufacturers, including
john deere, massey ferguson, new holland and many others from around the world are at the players disposal to tackle farming activities of all sizes.

farming simulator 19: ambassador edition features a complete tutorial on-line, a mod-hub to help players create and share their own mods and expand
the game with a huge amount of user-generated content. to accompany the game a comprehensive tech-artbook is being published. 5ec8ef588b
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